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To produce ice, a quantity of heat is removed from the water to turn it into ice. 
The same amount of heat has to be added to melt the ice again. The amount of 
heat for either icing or cooling is significant which makes ice widely used in 
chilling fish. When ice and fish come in contact, heat is transferred from the warm 
fish to ice, thus, lowering the temperature of the fish and in the same time 
melting the ice.  

As ice melts, the melting water while flowing over the fish carries heat from fish 
to ice and fish to ice again; this continuous flow of melt-water helps to preserve 
the desirable, fresh and moist appearance of the chilled fish as well as prevents 
dehydration of chilled fish. 
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Principles and protocols of fish icing 

Protocols 

Surrounding temperature in fish room should be just above ice temperature to 
permit melting, but not so high to avoid needlessly waste of ice and not also too 
low (below zero) to avoid uncontrolled slow freezing especially of the outermost 
fish. A fish room temperature of 1-2°C is usually suitable. 

Proper icing requires that each fish should be in contact with ice. For long 
distance transport, a ratio of 1:1 ice to fish ratio is recommended. A layer of ice 
should be placed below the fish, and then more ice in-between fish layers and 
another ice layer is placed on the top of the container.   

The condition and type of fish should be considered. When icing gutted fish, they 
should be laid with bellies downward to avoid gathering dirty water. In regard to 
chilled shrimp, they must be packed in shallow layers to achieve rapid cooling as 
well as to avoid possible pressure damage.    
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